SuperSonic Trader: Instantly Executable Streamed
FX Spot Prices from Multiple Sources
360T’s SuperSonic Trader provides you with real-time
aggregation of Streaming Spot liquidity from both
your bilateral providers as well as from as well as from
360TGTX which allows trading and best execution
in the FX spot market while retaining anonymity.
Through its sophisticated strategies and smart order
routing, SuperSonic Trader consistently facilitates
optimal execution, based on your preference for best
price, fill ratios, rejection rates, last look times slippage
costs and market impact.

desired execution style (e.g. full amount, best price,
sweepable).
Resting and standard algorithmic execution orders
enable you to manage your position professionally and
effectively.
SuperSonic Trader can also be used for order
management, FX Futures and Rolling Spot Futures in
the Eurex exchange.
Anonymous trading is also available via 360TGTX.

SuperSonic Trader features a wide range of strategies
that tailor the presented liquidity according to your
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Key Points at a Glance
RFS Boost
Combine and enrich Streaming Spot liquidity with
RFS liquidity for full amount execution.
Fast Orders
Easily place orders via pre-defined templates with
the SuperSonic Trader GUI.
Price Improvements
Price improvements are passed onto Market Takers
transparently.
Top-of-Book Pricing
View top of book pricing as a VWAP ladder of
configurable amounts alongside depth of quotes or
price-level aggregated liquidity. Execute standard
notionals via pre-defined buttons, or set a custom
amount via an easy input field.

Algorithmic Orders
360T’s TWAP algorithm locks in average price action
over a time horizon, and is suitable for offloading
large risk without signaling intention to the market.
TCA reports enable you to appropriately measure the
implementation of your strategy.
Comprehensive Reporting
Gain access to an extensive reporting on order
routing and execution performance on liquidity pools.
Full Customisation
Benefit from a flexible workspace, float currency
pairs, and manage positions per user-defined trading
session.

Slippage Management Capabilities
360T’s slippage management capabilities empower
you to control the cost of rejection in fast-paced
Spot markets by allowing execution within a userdefined tolerance (Pip-slippage), or to optimize
your execution of re-try within a user-defined time
window.
Limit Management
SuperSonic Trader is integrated into 360T’s
Risk Management Suite that ensures trader or
organisation level limits are conformed to, overall, or
against each counterparty.
More information on 360TGTX:
www.360t.com/trading-solutions/360tgtx/

Please do not hesitate to contact your local account manager for more information or
contact us at info@360t.com . www.360T.com
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